The close-coupled theory of atomic scattering in a radiation field can be used to calculate nonadiabatic effects on collision-broadened atomic line profiles. When the strength of the radiation field is not too large, reduced free-free dipole matrix elements, which are independent of the field strength and are analogous to the free-free Franck-Coridon factors of line profile theory, can be defined in terms of the S-matrix elements for light-induced atomic scattering. The profile can then be calculated even when the molecular states are mixed by off-diagonal terms in the molecular Hamiltonian due to the breakdown of the BornOppenheimer approximation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of atomic scattering in the presence of a radiation field has been the subject of much interest recently, both experimentally and theoretically. Several experiments have given ample demonstration of "radiative collisions, " or laserswitched collisions, ' as well as providing new studies in the more traditional area of "optical col- (4) represents the crv average of the cross section for (I) over the distribution of initial velocities U;, normally taken to be thermal. The photon absorption or stimulated emission coefficient per unit length, defined by k(v)=-l ap az ' (6) For the case of spontaneous emission, the total rate of emission into frequency interval dv, summed over all possible directions and polarizations of the The object of line profile theory is to find the function E(v)/P. This quantity is independent of light intensity P so long as P is not too large, since E(v) is linear in P. In this limit, the profile func- the particular problem), the scattering probability P (E,h) is much less than unity, and the standard distorted-wave approximation with respect to the radiative coupling can be used for the S-matrix ele- (20) where po is the projection of the molecular dipole operator on the space-fixed z axis defined by eo.
The Table I 
chosen as an approximate model of the difference because of the 13% difference in static polarizabilities; and The calculation of the Born-Oppenheimer profile was repeated with the use of the potentials and transitions moments in Table V . The resulting thermally averaged profile at 300 K is compared to the measured profile in Fig. 4 . None of our previous conclusions are changed by this calculation. The 20% agreement between the measured and quasistatic profile is maintained for the far-blue wing (b, &50 cm '). The strong disagreement in the shape of the peak and red-wing falloff is not removed; Calculation and measurement differ by a factor of 2 at the peak and by a factor of 6 by 5 = -50 cm '. The figure also shows the total and free-free quasistatic profiles. The quantum free-free profile makes typical oscillations about the quasistatic envelop.
The experimental emission profile ' was measured by recording on film the emission from an electron beam excited Ar-02 mixture containing several Torr of Oq and several atmospheres of Ar. the case-(a) limit of unity at small R and the case-(e) limit = -v 3/2J at large R (see Table II 
